Abstract. The Fe3+ lines observed in COO Mossbauer sources may arise from the decay of Co3+ ions associated with cation vacancies in the crystal. These defects produce an electric-field gradient that causes a quadrupole splitting of the resonance line and that can, in principle, distinguish between different types of defects. The calculation of the quadrupole splitting at FeZ+ and Fe3+ sites near various vacancy clusters includes the relaxation of the lattice about the defect. This lattice polarisation and distortion is shown to be extremely important, since simple calculations based on perfect ion positions give very different field gradients at neighbouring sites. The results are compared with the experiments available and the quadrupole splittings observed are close to those predicted by a vacancy model.
Introduction
One of the problems that has concerned physicists working with the Mossbauer effect is the necessity for strong, single-line sources with which several types of target can be investigated. A particularly interesting case is 5 7 C 0 0 (Ok and Mullen 1968) used for studying targets containing iron compounds. This material has several advantages over the commonly used 7Co-doped sources, since it has a large recoil-free fraction at room temperature. Materials containing CO make very strong sources and a COO source can avoid line broadening in doped materials because of interactions with neighbouring impurities. However, it is well known (see e.g. Wertheim, 1961 ) that several different cation charge states are observed in these oxide sources. In particular, the Mossbauer spectrum obtained using COO as a source or target shows peaks due to Fe2+ and Fe3+ or even higher charge states (Ingalls and DePascuali 1965) , the proportions of which depend on the method of preparation (Sond and Mullen 1976) . The literature reports many experimental attempts to develop a standard method of making a single-line COO source, but t h s has not yet been achieved.
The origin of the ferric ions in COO sources is controversial and several interpretations of the observation exist. It has been suggested (Ingalls and De Pascuali 1965) that metastable charge states of iron are produced by an Auger process following the electron-capture disintegration of 57C0. Alternatively the coexistence of several types of stoichiometric oxide (Mullen and Ok 1966) or microcrystalline COO with cation defects (Schroeer and Triftshauser 1965) has been proposed. The most common interpretation (Leon and Negrete 1970 , Triftshauser and Craig 1966 , Tejada and Fontcuberta 1978 is the stabilisation of highly charged cation states by neighbouring vacancies. Catlow et a1 (1977a) have calculated the probable defect structure of COO and shown t Permanent address: Facultad de Ciencias, Universidad de Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain.
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that complicated vacancy-hole (i.e. trivalent cation) complexes are likely. We have, therefore, calculated the quadrupole interaction on the nucleus of the emitting ion for each of the probable vacancy clusters, The values obtained for the quadrupolar splitting in Fe3+ or Fezf can, in principle, determine the defect structure of the crystal and will show whether the presence of Fe3+ in COO sources can be due to the cation vacancies. Our calculations will also assess the importance of including correct lattice relaxation about a defect structure, rather than determining quadrupole splitting from the ideal lattice geometry. The quadrupole interaction is determined from the electric-field gradient at the iron sites and is evaluated after the lattice has been relaxed to equilibrium. The methods used here have a general application to the calculation of such interactions in nuclear research and spectroscopy.
The calculation

Vucancy clusters
Catlow et a1 (1977a) have calculated the vacancy-hole binding energies for various vacancy clusters in the divalent metal oxides. They used the same lattice-relaxation methods as used here to allow the ions to relax around the defect. The main conclusion was that it is inadequate to consider defects in these oxides without allowing for vacancy aggregation, and that simple single-vacancy-hole pairs will only dominate the defect structure in the stoichiometric case. Larger vacancy clusters are important for deviations greater than from the stoichiometric composition. Even in more stoichiometric materials Schroeer and Triftshauser (1968) have suggested that non-stoichiometric microcrystals may exist with the excess oxygens incorporated at the grain boundary.
These calculations consider explicitly both a simple single-vacancy structure and the most probable vacancy aggregate consisting of four vacancies and one interstitial I Figure 1 . The three types of single-vacancy defects used for the calculation of electric-field gradients at Fe impurities in a COO lattice.
in a cluster. The electric-field gradient has been calculated at an iron site in COO for three distinct defects associated with a single vacancy. These are shown in figure 1 as the Vo, V-and Vz-centres. In the first case the charge is neutral since two holes are bound to the vacancy on adjacent cation sites. One of these sites gives rise to an Fe3+ on decay whose y emission is observed by the Mossbauer technique. Similarly the Vcentre has one bound hole on an Fe3+ ion, and the Vz-centre has no associated hole and so produces, on decay, an FeZ+ ion. FeZf ions will, of course, also exist in the bulk of the crystal but there the lattice makes no contribution to the quadrupole splitting. Electrical neutrality is achieved by isolated hole centres elsewhere in the lattice which do not contribute significantly to the electric-field gradient at the defect centre.
The 4 : 1 vacancy cluster is the basic defect aggregate considered by Catlow et a1 (1977~) in the metal oxides. In highly non-stoichiometric materials these clusters may themselves aggregate to produce extended defects and new phases. However, only the basic cluster will be considered here. This defect consists of four cation vacancies placed in the vertices of a cube and one interstitial Co3+ in the centre of the cube in tetrahedral symmetry. A neutral cluster can be obtained by substituting five more Co3+ ions on cation sites and we have included four of them in positions of high symmetry. The additional hole is assumed, as before, not to be bound closely to the centre and hence does not contribute to the field gradient. The structure of this cluster is shown in figure 2. Fe3' ions are produced by the decay of Co3+ ions at either the interstitial site at the centre of the cube or at one of the octahedral substitutional sites and Fe2+ ions are created at normal associated CO' + octahedral sites. These three possibilities are illustrated in figure 3.
In the experimental preparation of COO sources a spinel phase is known to be present in the resulting material. Consequently we have also calculated the quadrupole splitting for Fe2+ and Fe3+ in the appropriate spinel material in order to distinguish between this phase and defect structures in normal COO. The vacancy clusters considered here are a representative rather than exhaustive set and should enable the magnitude of the lattice contribution to the electric-field gradient to be calculated.
Lattice relaxations
An ionic model of C o o has been used in all these calculations with short-range potentials parameterised from the bulk properties. The ions are relaxed to equilibrium about the defect using the HADES program. This program considers a region of crystal around the defect in which all the atoms are explicitly treated and an outer region treated as a continuum and matched using the Mott-Littleton method (Mott and Littleton 1938) . Details of the method have been given elsewhere (Norgett 1974, Lidiard and Norgett 1972) and the method has been used in many other studies of defects in ionic crystals (see e.g. Norgett et a1 1977 , Catlow et al, 1977b . The program calculates exactly all the Coulomb sums and the additional short-range interionic potentials are taken from the work of Catlow et a1 (1977b) . The cation-anion and anion-anion potentials take the form
where the parameters A, p and C are given in table 1. There is no short-range interaction Table 1 . Short-range potentials of the form V ( r ) = A exp( -r i p ) -Cr-6 used in the calculations. Only the oxygen atom is polarisable with shell-model parameters as given. between the cations. The polarisation of the ions is included by the shell model (Dick and Overhauser 1958) in which each ion is considered as a core and shell coupled by an harmonic potential. The parameters are given in table 1 and reproduce well the dielectric properties of the crystal.
Quadrupole splitting
The excited nuclear state of Fe has a total spin of I = % and the ground state has I = $.
Thus in a polycrystalline material, where the emission has no angular dependence, the energy splitting of the Mossbauer line is given by where e is the electron charge, Q the quadrupole moment of the nucleus and q and q are derived from components of the electric-field gradient at the nucleus. The electricfield gradient has a contribution from the asymmetric distribution of charge due to the surrounding ions in the lattice and from the non-cubic distribution of electrons in partially filled orbitals on the atom itself. The lattice contribution is where KO is an element of the electric-field gradient tensor. The sum is over all ions K in the lattice of charge Z K and distance rK from the Mossbauer nucleus; r t is the a component of the vector rK. The resulting tensor has zero trace and in the principal axis representation is diagonal with components named according to the convention The asymmetry parameter q is given by
The V,, component of the field gradient at the nucleus is enhanced by the electron distortion of the Mossbauer atom and is modified by the Sternheimer antishielding factor y,. Thus q in equation (2) is given by where the second term is the electronic contribution to the field gradient modified by a Table 2 . Parameters used in the calculation of the energy splitting. Nuclear quadrupole moment, Q from Sharma (1971); (1 -ym) from Sen and Narasimhan (1976) ; (1 -R) from Ingalls (1964) and (r-3)3d from Freeman and Watson (1965) .
(1 -yr) = 10.64
Sternheimer shielding factor R. The values for the parameters used in these calculations are given in table 2. The Fe3+ and Fe2+ ions are in high-spin states and so the Fe3+ ground state has 6S symmetry. There will be no contribution to the field gradient from this spherically symmetrical state and observation of this ion provides a sensitive test of the lattice field gradient. The electronic contribution, however, is large for Fe2+ (5D) and will be shown to dominate the lattice term. The lattice sum in equation (3) is carried out explicitly over the relaxed ionic coordinates (cores and shells) generated in the defect calculation. Convergence of the value to within a few per cent is achieved with a spherical lattice region of approximately 7.0 interionic distances. If the field gradient is obtained as a function of radius of region included in the sum, the values do not decrease monotonically, but oscillate as each successive shell of ions is included. These oscillations decrease as the sum converges. The results in table 4 are obtained by extrapolating the envelope of the curve to achieve greater accuracy. The resulting tensor is diagonalised to obtain the principle components of the field gradient. The approach can be checked against previous work. De Wette (1961) has calculated field gradients for tetragonal lattices, which is equivalent to distorting a cubic lattice along one axis. He used a method of summing over planes, whereas we have used an explicit summation over a sphere of ions, since we are considering point defects. l'able 3 provides a comparison between his results and those obtained by summing over the sphere. It can be seen that they agree to within a few per cent.
Results and discussion
The defect clusters employed in these calculations have been described in 0 2.1, and the hole that is bound to the vacancies is considered as trapped on an adjacent cation. This hole can hop to equivalent sites around the vacancies with a rate that depends on the overlap of the wavefunction on neighbouring ions. In the case of the Vo centre (figure 1) this would lead to altered field gradients at the Fe3+ site. Similarly in the case of the 4: 1 cluster, the hole may hop to equivalent CO sites orientated along different axes. If the hopping rate is slow compared with the lifetime of the Mossbauer state ( -s.) the Fe atom will feel the asymmetric charge distribution calculated. However, if the rate is fast, a more delocalised charge distribution will be apparent, leading to lower quadrupole splittings. This effect may become important at high temperatures. Other arrangements are possible for trapped holes associated with the 4 : 1 cluster in addition to those considered here. We have chosen only the most symmetrjcal case. However, the relaxed energy splittings are similar in all the cases studied and other clusters are unlikely to differ greatly. When calculating the electronic contribution to the quadrupole splitting important in Fe2+, (equation 6), the influence of the lattice potential on the electronic levels was not considered, and unperturbed ionic wavefunctions were assumed. In Fe2 + the electronic term is an order of magnitude larger than any direct lattice contribution and the second-order effect of the lattice through distortion of the electronic states should be smaller still. Finally, we have not considered the influence of extended defects, such as dislocations which may be introduced in the sample during the quenching process used in preparing the source. Although dislocations cannot contribute to an electric-field gradient, their electric fields can cause inhomogeneous broadening of the resonance line (Stoneham 1969 ).
The results obtained in these calculations are given in table 4. In each case we give the principal components of the electric-field gradient and the line splitting that should be observed. Also shown are the field gradients calculated assuming the perfect lattice positions. These differ greatly from the results obtained from the relaxed geometry. If we consider the single vacancy defects shown in figure 1, both the V2-and V-centres have identical field gradients (due to the single vacancy) in the perfect lattice. After Table 4 relaxation, however, the V2-centre has a reduced field gradient ( -57 x) whereas the V-centre has a greatly enhanced gradient ( -300% of the former value). In addition, in both cases the symmetry of the field gradient is reduced so that V,, # T. ' Yy. Where the unrelaxed field gradient has a symmetry greater than the point group of the defect, relaxation will, in general, introduce asymmetry (see Vo(Fe3+) and 4 : 1 (Fe3+, tet)).
Results are also shown for the various sites associated with the 4 : 1 cluster and similar discrepancies between unrelaxed and relaxed field gradients are observed. The line splittings given in table 4 are calculated from equation (6) and include the electronic term. This dominates the quadrupole splittings for the Fe2+ ions which are up to an order of magnitude larger than those for Fe3+. The spinel phase of Co,O, has a normal spinel structure with CO'+ in tetrahedral sites with no lattice electric-field gradient and Co3+ in distorted octahedral sites. However, the field gradient due to the lattice N Barberan, P W Tasker and A M Stoneham at these octahedral sites is very small compared with defect gradients. It leads to a line splitting that is an order of magnitude less than that due to vacancies in COO, and is therefore unlikely to be confused with them. The natural width of the Fe line is 4.7 x 10-' eV and so the splitting due to the spinel structure may not be observable, although the splitting or broadening due to the defects (minimum value = 1.98 x is experimentally detectable.
There is little detailed experimental data on quadrupole splittings of Fe lines in COO and generally only the linewidth is given and not the calculated quadrupole splitting using a Lorentzian approximation. For example, Sond and Mullen (1976) report a width of -0.7 mm s-l, for the Fe3' line at room temperature. If this is due to unresolved quadrupole splitting it gives a value of N 4.0 x eV in good agreement with the splitting caused by defects. Table 5 shows splittings of Fe lines observed in Song and Mullen 1976 (linewidths only) other materials for comparison. In all cases the quadrupole effect in Fe2+ is much greater because of the electronic term a n 4 although it can be smaller than the values calculated here, there is evidence that this splitting decreases with temperature (De Benedetti et al 1961). Our calculations are for a static lattice and thus refer to absolute zero temperature. The splittings of the Fe3+ lines are close to those predicted for the COO case for all materials except Fez03, where the linewidth is narrower. Apart from the COO results, the Fe3+ splittings in Fe,-,O are of greatest interest since this nonstoichiometric crystal has the same defect structure as COO (Catlow et a1 1977a) . Here the energy splitting observed is in close agreement with our calculations.
The main conclusions from this study can be summarised as follows. The hghercharge states of iron (Fe3+) can be produced from the decay of Co3+ which is present in COO and stabilised by cation vacancies. The line splitting observed as a broadening of the Fe3+ line is compatible with the field gradients that would be produced by the vacancy clusters. The field gradients produce line splittings which are large compared with the natural linewidth and are thus experimentally observable. The splittings of the Fezf line are naturally much larger because of the electronic term but the various clusters produce splittings for the Fe3 + line that are distinguishable in principle. Finally, we have shown that it is vital to use correctly relaxed lattice geometries for the defect configuration when calculating the quadrupole interaction. The resulting field gradients differ substantially from those obtained using the unrelaxed geometries: perfect lattice calculations are therefore totally inadequate.
